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caution - pest genie - mako herbicide approved: 20 nov 2009 page 3 resistant weeds warning group b
herbicide mako is a member of the sulfonylurea group of herbicides. mako has the acetolactate synthase (als)
inhibitor mode of action. nufarm fastac duo - pest genie - poison keep out of reach of children read safety
directions before opening or using nufarm fastac® duo insecticide active constituent: 100g/l alphacypermethrin herbicide surfactants and adjuvants - erams - issued in furtherance of cooperative
extension work, acts of may 8 and june 30, 1914, in cooperation with the u.s. department of agriculture, milan
a. rewerts, director of cooperative a systemic foliar applied herbicide for the post ... - 2. safety
precautions. operator protection. uk only - engineering control of operator exposure must be used where
reasonably practicable, in . addition to the following personal protective weed management in sugarcane
manual - sugar research australia - integrated weed management weed management in sugarcane
manual 06 iwm allows a range of cost-effective management techniques to be used in sequence to effectively
control dupont synchrony xp - cdms - on dry soil, more moisture is required for activation (1-2”) before
weed emergence. if moisture is insufficient to activate the herbicide, a rotary hoeing or shallow cultivation
should be made after emergence of the crop while weeds are small dupont enlite - cdms - it is a violation of
federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. do not apply this product in a way
that will contact workers or other persons, either directly or through drift. panga 360 sl e feb2013 - villa
crop - 5: 21/12/2012 – feb2013 panga 360 sl page 2 of 17 panga 360 sl reg. no. l 7812 act/wet no. 36 of/van
1947 hrac herbicide group code / hrac onkruiddoder groep kode: g9 growing giant miscanthus in illinois growing giant miscanthus in illinois rich pyter1, tom voigt2, emily heaton3, frank dohleman4, and steve long5
university of illinois images courtesy of frank dohleman highlights • giant miscanthus (miscanthus x giganteus)
is a warm-season asian grass showing great potential as a biomass crop in illinois; at several illinois sites,
research plantings of giant miscanthus have agro-economic analysis of the use of glyphosate - institut
für agribusiness . agro-economic analysis of the use of glyphosate . in germany . agribusiness-forschung . nr.
28 . von . prof. dr. dr. h.c. p. michael schmitz
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